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1. *Intersecting* 1962, pictorial weaving, cotton and rayon, Josef Albers Museum Quadrat Bottrop. Photo: Werner J Hannappel
2. *Epitaph* 1968, cotton, jute and lurex, The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation, Bethany CT
5. *TR II* 1973, screenprint, The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation, Bethany CT
6. *Study for Unexecuted Wallhanging* 1926 The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation
10. *With Verticals* 1946, red cotton on linen, The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation, Bethany CT
11. *Necklace* c.1940, aluminium washers and red grosgrain ribbon, The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation, Bethany CT
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